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the drinks are cheaper at the hostel than the hotels at city hall. in the early days of staycations i had all my experience
on the beach or the mountains, and my budget was pretty tight. so, i always went to the hostel whenever i had the

chance, even if it meant some snoozing. a cheap bed is hard to beat if youre a city person who likes to rest when youre
away. it also helps if you have a roommate and so that you can have someone to talk to at the hostel. under most

circumstances taxis are available for hire at the airport. when i arrived at the airport the taxis were all busy, so i went to
the airport shuttle for the trip to the hostel. arriving at the shuttle i asked the driver where the hostel was. a good tip is to
make sure you have business cards handy in case youre lost. you can also ask hotel staff for directions when you get to

the hotel. in a pinch, hotel desks are usually clean, and there is usually a copy of a map of the area. many are quite
hostile to foreigners. if you ask for directions from the locals, theyll tell you to go through the gate, which is unlikely to be
the hotel gate. the security guards will usually tell you to stop at the main gate (via the road running through the park) or
just leave the area. if you are asked to stop, it will mean that you have violated whatever conditions the security guards
have imposed. with the new idea of increasing the security, they had as many security guards as tourists. considering
the new design of the park, it is the perfect setting for a horror movie set, and the city had more than one. not all of
them are actually paid to stand watch in these spots. most of them only stay on the platform and make sure no one

enters the park.
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the studios arent exactly being innovative with their adaptation of the conjuring. the only real reason to see the conjuring
2 is the horror by which it was inspired. if you want to know what a great haunted house movie looks like, then youve

seen this, but there arent many new and exciting things in this sequel. on top of that, wan is notoriously goofy and
downright messy with his non-linear storytelling, which sort of doubles its faults. the script is often really and really hit or

miss, with one scene simply so impressive that the script couldnt possibly be just a collection of seemingly thrown
together ideas. if youre a fan of the conjuring, this sequel probably doesnt disappoint. if youre not, however, youll find
your attention wandering before this film has fully switched to its would-be-victim. wan is a director of real, authentic,

and grounded horror. i think his personal history (he had a real-life experience with a demon) is why he gets so into the
material. the conjuring 2 has nothing like that or any frightening, offbeat material that would make up for its lack of

commitment. the follow-up to the conjuring lacks the energy and is nothing like the scare-fest that it was inspired by.
when they make films like this, it makes me sad to see that nobody gets to know them. everybody knows the warrens

but theyre hardly famous for anything other than making the movies, and because of that, their legend is sort of
tarnished. there arent many directors making genuinely scary and creepy movies like this, and instead, we get the

slightest of attempts at a sequel that completely fails and resembles a ghost story than one inspired by the same. i love
wan and his movies, but he hasnt been in any of his movies. he hasnt directed, written, produced, or anything, and

instead he sits in the corner of the room and shoots his own film, completely dephasing from the stories and the people
around him. 5ec8ef588b
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